Geutebrück opens new offices in Malaysia and India to better support
logistics and government sector customers
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Geutebrück, international specialists for video systems in the security and process optimisation
sectors in Germany, will be represented with offices in India and Malaysia from May onwards. From
these locations, customers from the logistics, industry and government sectors will be supported
more closely.
Geutebrück Southeast Asia is focussed on the regions bordering Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia,
Thailand, Vietnam and Hong Kong. The office premises in the Malaysian capital Kuala Lumpur are
a sales, representation, showroom and training centre in one.

Individual response to each project
Our customers in Southeast Asia appreciate the flexibility of being able to
respond individually to each project"
Geutebruck Gemini India Solutions Limited is the name of the joint venture between Geutebrück
and Gemini Software Solutions. Gemini is a subsidiary of the Kanoo Group of Companies, Bahrain,
and provides software solutions worldwide. Geutebrück Gemini India Solutions Limited is based at
World Techno Park in Trivandrum, and in New Delhi, India.
"Our customers in Southeast Asia appreciate the flexibility of being able to respond individually to
each project, rather than offering ready-made solutions. And they rightly expect us to be personally
at their side with support and service," explains Managing Director Katharina Geutebrück, who is
the second generation to run the family business with her husband Christoph Hoffmann.

Showcasing versatile video solutions
There is also a change of location in Germany. The software developer's capital city branch
relocates to Berlin-Adlershof and showcases its versatile video solutions in a state-of-the-art
showroom. "All over the world, our solutions for securing ministries, institutions or museums and for
optimising processes are almost invisible. In our capital city office, we show what makes us a
successful global player,” adds Christoph Hoffmann.
The innovative development of software products, also in the field of artificial intelligence, and
successful international projects have made Geutebrück a respected expert and world market
leader for video solutions ‘Made in Germany’. Company headquarters, manufacturing plant and
R&D centre are in Windhagen, directly located between Cologne and Frankfurt.
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